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Abstract

The current mobile architecture design allows mobiles apps to have unprecedented access to sensi-
tive user information. While users are concerned about privacy breaching, they may not be able to
evaluate the privacy risk when downloading apps from smartphone application marketplaces. Cur-
rently, Android users only receive Android permission requests, which appear when an app attempts
to access phone resources and the user can choose to grant or deny the requests. The current per-
mission requests interface provides little information to help users understand the risk of granting
those requests. In this work, we study how privacy notification interface can play an important role
in assisting users in making informed decision regarding permission control. To address this issue,
we propose a novel multi-view privacy notification mechanism that provides customized notification
interfaces that help users obtain necessary information about the risk behind granting a permission.
The implementation of our model includes a new design of User Interface (UI), interpreting apps’
activities risks, and users’ preferences adaption. We also propose a set of metrics to evaluate the
usability of the notification system. To evaluate the usability of our mechanism, we conducted a user
survey and analyzed users’ feedback.

Keywords: Smartphone Application, User-computer interaction, Privacy, Usability, Android, Multi-
view, Customized Interface Design

1 Introduction

Current Android smartphone operating systems allow applications to access to sensitive resources such
as SMS, camera and microphone, through various permission control strategies. For example, some
previous versions of Android operating system (e.g. Android 5 and earlier versions) require users to
accept all permission requests from an app at installation time [1] as a prerequisite to run the app. IOS
and more recent Android OSs (Marshmallow and after) request user permissions only at runtime when
a resource is used by the app for the first time [2]. However, more and more malicious apps utilize this
loophole and request irrelevant resource access from users [3].

Studies have shown that only a small percentage (3%) of smartphone users read Android installation-
time permission requests and make decisions carefully [4]. There are several reasons that few smartphone
users are making careful decisions on app permission requests. First, users tend to rush through the in-
stallation process and like to install apps immediately. Second, users are not aware of the privacy and
security risks that granting certain permissions may cause private information leakage or other types of
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security concerns. Third, users lack knowledge in information technology or mobile security. Inexperi-
enced users may not understand the permission requests or the risk of their actions (grant or deny). As
a result, users are put into the positions to decide whether “grant” or “deny” permissions or not without
assistance. Therefore, users may end up granting excessive permissions to apps [5]. Figure 1 shows
permission requests (for GPS) on iOS, Android and Windows phones. We can see that all of them have
similar simplistic notification interfaces that provide little information to assist users to make decisions.
For example, an expert user may not be willing to share exact location due to privacy concern, but would
like to share their coarse GPS location so that the app can function normally. Also expert users may also
want to know whether the GPS information leaves their phones to a remote location or not and/or what
precision of their information is leaked. However, current simplistic interface designs on smartphones
would not satisfy the need from expert users in a convenient way.

Figure 1: Current iPhone, Android and Windows phone’s privacy notification

To address the above issues and improve the usability of the permission notifications system, we
design customized notification interfaces for smartphone users based on their preferences and expertise
levels. For example, we provide multiple notification interfaces which contains different levels of in-
formation details for users to choose from. Therefore, inexperienced users and expert users can have
the information they want from difference notification interfaces. A customized interface can help users
understand the information better and make informed decisions on permission control. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to propose customized notification for smartphone users.

Our proposed model aims at improving the existing permission notification models through a multi-
view security notification model. In this model, we consider multiple important factors in the design
of an effective permission notification model, which include users’ knowledge, their experiences with
malicious apps and their ability to understand certain information. Our model will provide multiple
views of privacy risk notification interface for installed apps on devices. Each view provides a calibrated
information presentation of permission requests. For instance, some of the views may target technical
savvy users who have better understanding of IT, security, and mobile device privacy risks. Some other
views may target inexperienced users with little understanding about IT (users who are not familiar with
privacy risks and technical terms). Users then can choose the view they feel more comfortable with that
help them understand better about the risk of granting a resource through the information it provides.
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Users can also switch to different views at any point of time after their initial choice. This provides users
with customized information as well as flexibility to help them make informed decisions. To evaluate
the effectiveness of our design, we surveyed a group of 200 users to collect their feedback on using this
interface and the analysis results is included in this paper.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) We proposed a novel customized
permission notification model based on users’ preferences and background. (2) We developed a multi-
view model that provides users with a set of views of privacy risks notification to choose from. (3)
We conducted a survey involving 200 people to collect their feedback on our customizable multi-view
notification system and provided an analysis report. To the best of our knowledge, our model is the
first of its kind that provides multi-view features and strategies to assist smartphone users preserve their
privacy.

1.1 Related Work

Some work has been done to assist users in permission control. For example, Fung et al. proposed a
permission recommendation system [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] to provide access information to users regarding the
likelihood that certain apps or permissions are malicious. Several other researchers have looked at the
problem of Android permission management. In ProtectMyPrivacy (PMP) [11], the authors proposed
to provide fine-grained control of permissions by adding recommendations (turn on or off) on each
requested permission. On the aspect of human computer interaction, more effort has been done to provide
improved interface to smartphone users. Studies [12] have shown the importance of making informed
decisions by the users. For example, in [13], the authors propose to provide with runtime dialogs to
inform users why a permission is considered necessary or not so that users can make informed decisions
based on the additional information. The authors of [14] conducted a case study of the effectiveness of
privacy notice to users with various lengths and wordings and found that short notices are more effective
than long ones. However, none of the above work has taken the differences on the level of understanding
among difference users and tailor interfaces for users. Therefore, their solutions are not able to provide
customized decisions for everyone. In our work we will address the differences among users and propose
to provide customized notification interfaces to users.

1.2 Paper Structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates the details of our model and pri-
mary factors considered in the model. Section 3 presents our user study and our usability experiments.
Section 4 discusses some of the challenges facing our model. Finally, Section 5 concludes the model.

2 Multi-view Model

The design of a permission notification should consider two factors. First, what content to put in the
notification so that users can understand? This is a complex task because users come from various back-
grounds and have different level of capability of understanding technical content. Second, the interface
design of a permission notification is another important aspect of the design process. The user interface
(UI) has a high impact on the success of delivering the actual privacy risk of permissions. Therefore, it
is vital to consider these factors in designing any security and privacy model.
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2.1 Multi-view Design

The knowledge level of a user has a direct impact on the user’s understanding of a notification. For
example, an inexperienced users may not realize that a Flash Light app should not request the location
information of a user, while it may be apparent to expert users. Therefore, showing detailed GPS access
information of an app is only helpful to experienced users. To assist users, we design multiple inter-
faces containing information about the requested permissions from apps for users of different knowledge
levels. Each interface is called a view of information. Each view has three properties defined as follows:

Granularity: We define the granularity to be the format, scale and quantity of information we put
into a notification. For example, the actual activity logs of an app are considered as fine grained and
showing the overall risk of an app is considered as coarse grained.

Intricacy: Intricacy refers to the complexity of the information in terms of understanding, technical
level and also interpretation by users. For example, the actual activity logs is considered as high intricacy
(because it needs knowledge of app API and system calls) and overall risk level (the risk is presented in
common spoken language) is considered as low intricacy.

Co-equality: Co-equality refers to the consistency of the information we put into the notification.
For example, a skilled user’s interpretation from the actual logs of apps should be the same or close to a
user with low expertise from the overall risk of apps.
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Figure 2: The process of generating multiple views of privacy risks to be presented to users

Figure 2 shows an abstract presentation of the set of views we create in our model, denoted by
{N0, ...,Nn}. Multiple views have different characteristics in terms of granularity, co-equality and intri-
cacy, denoted by (CE,G, I). The granularity and level of intercity of the views decreases from left to
right. All views satisfy the co-equality property.

2.2 Permission Notification Interfaces

In this subsection we provide sample designs of the multi-view interfaces for users of different knowledge
levels that provide information about the resource usage of an app. Users can select their preferred view
that they feel most comfortable with. The designs are shown in Fig. 3. We can see that all views are
different from each other in terms of granularity and intercity. The explanations of these views are as
follows:

• View 1: This interface provides the most detailed information regarding an applications’ behaviors
and activities (Privacy related log data is shown). This view also has the most detailed statistic
information.
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• View 2: This interface does some risk assessment process on the information provided at level 0.
The red numbers are assessed risks of the app. The red lines are suspicious activities that the app
have had during runtime. This view has reduced amount of statistic information compared to view
1.

• View 3: This interface shows the assessed risk level of each requested permission (resource) by the
application. The assessed risk is course-grained to 5 levels.

• View 4: This interface shows the overall risk level of the app and possible misused resources.

• View 5: This view suggests that an app is malicious or not.

2.2.1 User Preference:

The interaction portal (interfaces and setting) is to facilitate the interaction between users and devices.
Through this component, we enable users to manage the privacy risk of permission notification of their
devices. They can change the configuration and select their preferred views to monitor the risk of in-
stalled apps.

In our model we designed the system in way that users can choose their preferred views manually
or automatically in which users leave it up to the system. The system shows privacy risks of the system
and requested permissions to users through the selected views. If a user does not select a view, system
selects one as a default view to be used. In our design, users are able to select views per app. Fig. 4(b)
shows the portal that users can see what views are being selected for what apps. Users are able to change
it at any-time.

Users will be informed about the privacy risks in three different ways. First, they can find the infor-
mation at the device’s setting. Second, they can receive the information at runtime using pop-ups. Third,
they can see the information at the installation time. In the third way, the information that users will see
is calculated from other users in the community (those who have previously installed and used the app).

2.2.2 Action Recommendation:

In general, following the permission notifications, users are asked to take an action on apps. In the
existing solutions, there are only two options “allow” or “deny”. However depending on the activities
and behaviours of apps, these set of actions may not work. For example, if an app is malicious and has
access to a set of sensitive resources, denying a single permission may not block the privacy and security
risks. The proper actions in such case would be uninstalling the app to avoid this scenario.

In addition to the multi-interface model, we also provide users with a set of actions they can take.
The actions vary depending on the risk of apps. For example, if the risk of app is high, the actions we
recommend users to take are different from an app which is low risk. For each notification that our model
generates, we also recommend a set of actions. Some actions are more strict than others. Figure 5 shows
a set of actions buttons we recommend to users. For example, Figure 5(a) is recommended when apps are
low risk and it is not necessary to recommend more strict actions. Figures 5(c)(d) recommend more strict
actions including “uninstall”. In the case of uninstall, we also provide users with a detailed explanation
to inform them about the reasons behind the action we recommend.

Through action recommendation, we not only show users the risk behind apps, but also a set of
proper actions that users can take.
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Privacy Notification – Risky activities
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WifiStateMachine       1642           Sep 14,2016 – 2:34 PM

ConnectivityService   1642           Sep 14,2016 – 3:14 PM
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WifiStateMachine       1642           Sep 14,2016 – 5:34 PM

ConnectivityService   1642           Sep 14,2016 – 6:44 PM

WifiStateMachine       1642           Sep 14,2016 – 6:46 PM
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(b)

Privacy Notification – Risk per resource

Network

SMS

Location Service

Storage

Contacts

Camera

(c)

Privacy Notification – Overall risk

Overall Risk Level:

This application seems like is misusing the 

following resources:

- SMS

- Location Service

- Contacts

- WiFi

OK

(d)

Application Maliciousness

This application is Malicious.

Uninstall Why uninstall?!   See more info…

(e)

Figure 3: User Interfaces of 5 the views: (a) shows View 1 with highest of level intricacy; (b) shows View 2 which
is similar to view 0 but it includes some assessed risks; (c) illustrates View 3 with the assessed risks for every
requested resource; (d) shows View 4 that includes an overall risk of the app; (e) shows View 5 shows that an app
is malicious or not
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Detailed View

This configuration presents the most detailed

statistics of an app. The information included app

resource usage and its activity log. We recommend

this option to those who have knowledge on

application and Android activities.

OK

Select the Default View

(a)

Allow

Privacy Notification – Risk per resource

Network

SMS

Location Service

Storage

Contacts

Camera

Block Uninstall

Less info.More info.

(b)

Figure 4: Mode selection for privacy risk views (a) illustrates user interface of selecting a mode to see the views;
(b) shows the interface of selecting views for both modes; (c) shows the interface of list of apps and their views.

Allow Block Allow Block Uninstall

Allow Block Uninstall Uninstall Why uninstall?!   See more info…

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Designed buttons for the views.

3 User Feedback Study

To evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the multi-view risk notification design, we conducted a
survey to collect feedback from users. In this section we discuss the results of the survey that is used
to evaluate the usability of the notification model. We will answer the following questions in our user
study; “Is there a need/interest for a privacy/security notification system showing different views with
different amount of information about the privacy/security risk of apps/permissions?” and also if the
answer to the first question is yes, then “Is the interest distributed among all views or only one or two
specific views?”.

3.1 Study Setup

In order to answer the questions mentioned in this section, we designed a survey to collect users feedback
on the proposed model. Our user survey study process includes three phases: “Lab study”, “Training”
and “Feedback collection”.

Lab study: before we publish the survey on Amazon MTurk we conducted pre-study in our lab to
discover and resolve any ambiguity with the survey questions. That way the survey is easy to read and
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understand and participants are less likely to have any issue to understand the questions of our survey.
During this step, we made a set of corrections and redesigned the survey.

Training: before asking users’ opinions, we decided to give necessary information to participants,
so they understand the concept and technical terms in our survey. We explained the concept of permission
notification to participants together with explanation of the single view (existing models) and also our
model (multi-view). To avoid making any bias in participants, we designed the survey to be neutral and
only focuse on the facts about the models.

Feedback collection: in order to collect feedback from users we used Amazon MTurk platform to
publish our survey. We set the language and location of participants to be English speaking countries
and English respectively. The reason behind this was that the content of the survey was in English. This
helped us to have a successful training process. Figure 6 shows the targeted locations to launch our user
study. We set the locations to be US, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. In order to conduct
the survey, we have obtained an IRB permission from the Virginia Commonwealth University under the
license number IRB HM20003840 CR2. No identifiable information was collected in the survey.

In our survey we collected some basic unidentifiable demographic data. Table 1 shows the education
level of participants. We set the education to “High-School and under”, “Undergraduate” and “Graduate
and above”. Table 2 shows the demographic information related to the age of participants. Finally,
Table 3 shows the distribution of gender among our participants.

In order to avoid making any bias in our survey, we placed the demographic information collec-
tion to the end of survey. This way, participants are not influenced by the answers they provide to the
demographic section.

Table 1: Diversity of Participants (Education level)

Educational Level High-School Undergrad Graduate and above

Number of participants 41 104 55

Table 2: Diversity of Participants (Age)

Age 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60

Number of participants 53 82 41 24

Table 3: Diversity of Participants (Gender)

Gender Female Male Others

Number of partiipants 90 107 3

3.2 Users’ Model Preference

In this section, we present users’ feedbacks on the single-view and multi-view models. Before we collect
their feedbacks, we presented them a neutral explanation of the functionalities and features of each
model. In this step, we only focused on the facts and features of the models. We designed this section in
a way that users will navigate through the views. For each view, we also added an explanation, so that
participants understand the features of each view.

Figure 7 shows the preferences of participants. As we can see, 170 of participants in our survey
preferred the multi-view model and only 30 participants prefer the single-view model. This shows that
vast majority of participants prefer to use the multi-view model.
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Figure 6: Location of participant of our user study.
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Figure 7: Participants model preferences in terms of single and multiple views.

In order to confirm the fact the participants have a clear understanding of both models, we decided
to ask their reasons on choosing the models as a requirement. This way, we can make sure that they
understand what they choose. We received 25 words per sentence in average from participants, which
is sufficiently long to understand/interpret their reasons. We used ”voyant-tools” word processor [15] to
conduct an analysis on the inputs from participants. Table 4 shows the most common phrases among the
participants feedbacks for both models. As highlighted in the table, we can see that participants have
a clear understanding of both models. The core reason behind choosing single-view is “simplicity” and
“less information”. In contrast, those who chose multi-view mention “more features”, “interest in more
information” and also “”ability to choose”. From these feedbacks, we can conclude that participant had
a good understanding of models before they chose. They mainly pointed out the actual reasons we set to
behind each model.

In order to see the correlation among some of the factors in our survey and the model preference,
we measured the preference of participants with respect to “malicious app experience” and “security
concern” factors. Figure 8(a) shows the model preference among users who have experienced mobile
malware apps. In order to make sure that participants have a good understanding of what a malware is,
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Table 4: Users feedback on their preferred model

Model Single-View Multi-View

Phrases ’easier to use’ ’a lot more information’
’less information ’ ’risks of applications’
’simple’ ’has more features’
’less details’ ’seems more useful’
’simplistic’ ’i would like to know more’
’easy to understand’ ’more options’

’I can choose’

we explained this term during the training process. As we can see, those who have experienced malware,
prefer the multi-view model over the single-view. The reason behind this may be the fact that they want
to know more about the permission risks of apps. Additionally, those who have experienced malware
on their devices, are already familiar with the concept of malware and they have a better understanding
of malicious apps. We also noticed this fact from participants feedback in Table 4 (understanding of
malicious activity and risks).

As security concern was one of the items we collected participants’ answers, we decided to see the
relation between the model preference with respect to the security concern of participants. Figure 8(b)
shows the model preference of participants with considering the security concern. As we can see, partic-
ipants with higher level of concern are more interested in using the multi-view model.

The feedback from participants answers the question “Is there a need/interest for a privacy/security
notification system showing different views with different amount of information about the privacy/secu-
rity risk of apps/permissions?”. 85% of participants preferred the multi-view model which is designed
to give users more insight about their apps. In addition, users with different backgrounds and security
concerns, chose our proposed model over the single-view model. Therefore, the answer to this question
is that users are in need of such system and also they have the understanding of what they need.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

No Yes

Multi-View

Single-View

(a)

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

Multi-View

Single-View

(b)

Figure 8: Participants preferences in terms of single and multiple views: (a) Participants model preference by
experience of malware; (b) Participants model preference by security concern.

3.3 View Preference

In this section, we analyze the feedback from participants who prefer to use the multi-view model. We
wanted to see if the view preferences are being distributed among different views. The distribution of
preference among views shows the need for a model with different views containing different types of
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Table 5: Users feedback on their preferred view of the multi-view model

View View 1 View 2 View 3 View 4 View 5

Phrases ’most information’ ’has risk assessment’ ’multiple risks’ ’summarized’ ’simple’
’detailed information’ ’detailed information’ ’assessed risk’ ’easy to understand’ ’quick info.’
’most detailed’ ’malicious activity’ ’not much details’ ’overall risk’ ’less confusing’

’like the 5 level’ ’summary of risk’
’visually appealing’ ’informative’
’easy to understand’ ’shows misused resources’

information about the privacy risks of permission. Those participants who chose the multi-view model
as their preferred model, were later ask to choose the view they prefer the most among all views. They
were presented with details for each view including the features, purpose of the view, and the type of
information included in the view. Figure 9(a) shows the distribution of participants’ preferences among
the views. As we can see, each view is being selected by a number of participants. This answers the
questions of “Is the interest distributed among all views or only one or two specific views?”. View 3 is
the most preferred view among all views. We believe the reason behind this is the fact that this view
provides a moderate amount of risk information and at the same time it is visually appealing. We can see
that 34 and 38 participants are interested in view 1 and 2 respectively, which is surprisingly higher than
our expectations.

34
38
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Figure 9: Participants preferences in terms of single and multiple views: (a) Participants model preference by
experience of malware; (b) Participans model preference by security concern.

We also calculated the correlation between view preference, gender and malware experience. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows the correlation between the gender factor and view preference. The correlation between
female and male participants for all views is 0.71. As we can see, except for the View 2, both gender
categories follow the same pattern. That is the reason behind the 0.71 correlation. It is worth mentioning
the a correlation of 1 means that the two variables/factors always follow the same pattern. Figure 10(b)
shows the correlation between malware experience and view preference. The calculated correlation value
for this factor was 0.07, which is very small. This shows that there is almost no correlation between expe-
riencing malware and views that participants have selected. View 3 is the only view that both categories
follow the same pattern.

As we did for the model preference, we required participants to leave a reason for the view they prefer.
This way, we can make sure that they understand views they chose. We received 27 words per sentence
in average from participants, which is sufficiently long to understand/interpret their reasons. Table 5
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shows the processed feedbacks from participants. The core phrases from participants are highlighted in
the table. As we can see, participants have correct understanding of the core purposed behind each view.
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Figure 10: Correlation between gender, malware experience, and view preference: (a) Correlation between gender
and view preference; (b) Correlation between malware experience and view preference.

4 Discussion

In this section we discuss some of the challenges related to the model. We also propose our solutions
for the challenges. As we previously mentioned, consistency among the designed views is a key aspect.
Users with different levels of knowledge should be able to understand/interpret the views the same. In
addition, as we mentioned, recommending actions to users for each view is another challenge.

4.1 Consistency

Consistent views can help users to make correct decisions regardless of their background and knowledge.
To be able to achieve such consistency, there should be a control system to evaluate the consistency of
the views. Our proposed solution to address this challenges it to equip the model with Control Theory to
be able to tune the views and enhance the consistency of views.

The main objective of control theory is to control a system. It helps a system to control the input-
output flow and also make sure that the system’s output follows a desired value. Control theory controls
the input flow of a system and influences the behaviour of dynamic systems [16]. On the other words,
it models a (non)physical system, using mathematical modeling, in terms of inputs, outputs and various
components with different behaviours, use control systems design tools to develop controllers for those
systems and implement controllers in physical systems employing available technology. This way, we
can achieve a certain level of control over the behaviour of systems and manipulate them to the system
behave in a desirable manner [17].

In order to be able to apply control theory to our model, we made modification in the architecture of
a control theory unit. Fig. 12 illustrates the basic architecture of an adapted control theory system. We
made changes in the processing unit of a control theory unit. The reason we made this change is that
we needed to evaluate the quality of view before we generate it. That is why we made a short-cut in the
model and until the qualification are not met our model does not generate the views. The components
are explained as follows:
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Figure 11: A chain of closed-loop control systems.

Processing Unit: A plant of a control theory system is the part of the system to be controlled. On
the other words, a part of system that is responsible for generating the output is usually referred to as
the plant. The usual objective of control theory is to control plant, so its output follows a desired value,
called the reference (r), which may be a fixed or changing value.

Input Quality Estimator: The controller (compensator or simply filter) determines the setting of
the control input needed to achieve the reference input. The controller computes values of the control
input based on current and past values of control error. On the other words, The controller provides
satisfactory characteristics for the total system.

Input Adaptation: The system for measurement of a variable (or signal) is called a sensor. The
sensor transforms the measured output so that it can be compared with the reference input (e.g., smooth-
ing stochastic of the output). It monitors the output and compares it with the reference. The difference
between actual and desired output, called the error (e) signal, is applied as feedback to the input of the
system, to bring the actual output closer to the reference.

Figure 12 shows an adapted version of a control theory unit. In this unit, the input is risk information
we need to generate a view. The information can be the raw logs of apps or an evaluated risk. Depending
on the design of a view, the units can change. The change can be the format of input required to generate
the view and also the format of output for the view. The controller component of each unit, measures
the qualification of the view. It measures the quality of input and makes decision whether the input and
output requirements are being met or not.
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Figure 12: A adapted control theory unit.

Because there are multiple views in out proposed model, we need a chain of nodes to be able to
generate all the views. Figure 11 shows a chain of units. Except the first unit, the output of the previous
unit is the input for the next unit. Using such model, we can make sure that each view is being controlled
in terms required qualifications. The controller can be customized depending on the policies and rules
we set. As we can see, there should be a set of criteria to meet. It is worth mentioning that to be able
to evaluate the consistency, we also need to have an evaluation process after applying such model. The
evaluation process can be in the shape of user survey and collecting users feedback to evaluate the fact
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that they have the same understanding of the views.

4.2 Action Recommendation

As recommending actions (buttons) in our views and interfaces is a key part of the model, there should be
a mechanism on which actions should be selected and offered to users. For such mechanism, we mainly
rely on the actual risk of apps. A threshold-based system can be a solution to such challenge. Defining a
set of thresholds and mapping each risk threshold to a set of actions is the solution. For example, for an
app with high risk activities, we can define a set of “Block” and “Uninstall” and for apps with low risk
we offer milder actions such as “Block” and “Deny”.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a model for generating multiple interface notifications. Our model considers
users’ background and knowledge levels and generates views with different levels of intricacy and gran-
ularity. Using this model, users have the option to choose their preferred interface and view. Users can
choose the view that they can understand the most and are more comfortable with. Our user study shows
that users are more interested in have a multi interface permission notification mechanism. Additionally,
our study also shows that users’ interests are distributed among different views. Users with different
backgrounds have different preferences. Based on our study, users with higher concerns in terms of se-
curity and privacy of their smartphones and personal information, have higher interest in our multi view
model. Finally, our user study showed that there is a need for such model and also users are interested in
multiple views instead of one.
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